For the past several years Marcie Miller
Gross has made art by folding and stacking
textile forms, principally towels, to create
both self-contained sculptures and sitespecific installations. Initially using colorful
bath towels then moving on to used white
hospital towels, used blue surgical towels,
thrift store clothing, and, more recently,
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new white cotton huck towels, Gross has
creatively exploited her fabrics’ embedded
associations with the human body, both
healthy and sick, while employing them to
investigate the material and expressive
possibilities of weight, density,
compression, repetitive activity, layering,
and accumulation.

Gross’s self-contained sculptures present
stacked textiles on benches or shelves or
placed directly on the floor, such as the
monumental Mass (2002), a six-foot-tall
cube made from layered blue surgical
towels. Her site-specific works, such as

Axis (2003), a floor-to-ceiling stack of blue
surgical towels, enter into a dialogue with—
and heighten the viewer’s awareness of—
their architectural surroundings. Extending
to an engagement with a larger social
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by abject materials—especially recycled
hospital and surgical towels that retain
blood and urine stains despite repeated
laundering—and Gross’s evocation of
mundane and repetitive domestic chores
such as washing, folding, and stacking
laundry, traditionally identified as
“women’s work,” which connects her work
to feminist concerns.

Gross’s 2006 exhibition at the Paragraph
gallery featured elegant, wall-mounted
sculptures made of strips of industrial felt
stacked on wood shelves or wrapped around
horizontal lengths of wood to emphasize
felt’s associations with insulation and
silence. In adopting felt, Gross bravely left
behind the towels and clothes that made
her reputation and employed a material
indelibly associated with both Robert Morris
and Joseph Beuys, successfully adapting it
to her personal aesthetic and further
extending her artistic range.
—David Cateforis
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